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The Monster Apocalypse
One day, I was walking with my friends Osmar and Aiden. We went to my house to have
dinner, which was pizza. When we were all done with ten boxes, Aiden heard a rumble. “Quiet
your stomach!” Osmar said. “It’s not me!” yelled Aiden. We walked outside and saw fourteen
tornados, each a different size and shape. Aiden, Osmar and I ran inside the house, but when we
got inside my parents were…gone! All the parents and adults were gone. Only the kids
remained. But as we walked further, we saw a big, metallic, steel tower. There was a blue light,
so we walked to the tower. When we were half way there, four big creatures came out. They
were big and bulky, and they were guarding the tower with the light source. We crept quietly but
they saw us! We started to run but Aiden tripped on some metal bats, but they all had the tops
missing so they were sharp. “Guys, we can use the bats”, Aiden said. We each picked up two
bats, one for combat and one for backup. We started to fight. “Whack!” “Bam!” “Boom!”
“Clank!” We knocked them unconscious. We walked past them, and I found some gloves and a
box of magnets. We put the magnets in the gloves and put them on. We climbed the metal tower
using the gloves. Then some flying creatures nipped and bit us Then Osmar fell! Aiden
screamed, “No!” I used the two other bats that Osmar let me take care of. I threw the bats at
Osmar and he caught them. I think he had read my mind because he knew what I wanted him to
do. He started to slam the points of the bats on the wall and he started to climb back up. Me and
Aiden were left fighting the winged creatures.” Hurry up, we are fighting these things
ourselves!” I said. ”Slow and steady wins the race!” he said. “This is no time for morals of baby
story books!” I said, destroying the last winged creature. He caught up with us looking exhausted
and we climbed some more. Finally, we reached the top of the tower. I looked down and there

was a young girl in trouble. The ugly guards, who were awake, were trapping her. Osmar got
work. He cut wires, flipped switches and out of nowhere a hairy beast started to attack. Me and
Aiden covered Osmar to finish his hacking the power source. Me and Aiden slammed our bats
into the beasts chest, legs and other parts that were in reach. Finally, I cut of the head with a
lucky and brutal hit. The great beast fell down, I looked down the girl that was being trapped.
The four thugs trapped her in a cage, and were about to kill her! “Hurry up Osmar a girl is about
to be killed!” I said. He didn’t really seem to care but his movement was a lot quicker. Osmar
pressed a button and we were blinded by a green light. The world was suddenly normal again.
The monsters, winged creatures, beasts, and the four thugs that were about to kill the girl had
vanished in a puff of smoke. The sky was blue, and the adults were back. We went back down,
and we found our families. We had a celebration for our bravery and victory. We all gathered for
a photo, after that Aiden asked me “Would you do it again?” he asked. “No and yes, I liked the
adventure but I didn’t like the danger.”
THE END,…. FOR NOW.

